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Then you will know the truth and the truth will set you free.
John 8:32

Edition 4 Issue 10

Sorry Again.
No Time for Editor's

Note.
As You Know,

We are once again
late.

“a strong password should include at least one lower case character,
one upper case character, one symbol, one digit. it should be at least 10

characters long"
- hoorvitch, israeli cyber security researcher
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Evil Twin Attack is a Rogue Access Point attack in which a second access point is created with the
same SSID ( WiFi network name) of the target network. Since it has the same name, it's called
twin and as it is malicious it's can be termed Evil Twin.
The aim is to confuse users trying to connect to the target wifi network and make them connect

to the Evil Twin and thus capture sensitive data. Let' s see it practically. Of tools available to perf-
orm this kind of attack, we will first use a tool named Wifiphisher. Our attacker system is Kali
Linux. Wifiphisher can be installed on Kali Linux as shown below.

Once installation is finished, wifiphisher can be started using command.

Evil Twin Attack

WIRELESS SECURITY
Till now in our Magazine readers have learnt about various methods of

hacking different wireless networks with various encryption methods like WEP,
WPS/WPA2, WPS etc. Almost all of these hacking methods involved brute forcing and
password cracking. What if there was another easier way to hack wireless networks

without the need of brute forcing.



Then the tool will prompt you to select the WiFi Access Point of which you want to create an Evil
twin.

For this tutorial as always (OK, most of the time) we will select the WiFi network
Hack_Me_If_You_Can as our target.

The tool will prompt you the available phishing scenarios available. For this case, OAuth Login
Page attack is available.



This attack creates a fake login page asking for credentials of the users who want to connect. Note
that while creating a fake access point, it is created as an open network unlike the one we are
targeting. I select the OAuth Login Page attack and the attack starts.



So just imagine while we are running this Fake access point, some mobile user is looking for avail-
able WiFi networks to connect to. He will see two networks with the same name and gets confuse-
d.

Once he selects our Evil Twin to connect to, he will be prompted with a login page as shown
below.



Here, he is being asked to submit his Facebook credentials of course by dangling the the carrot
of free internet. The login page is so believable even to me. And if the user falls for the trick (or
carrot) and submits his credentials as shown below.

On Kali Linux, the activity is recorded shown as shown below.



and the credentials are captured successfully.

That looked simple enough. Of course this is not the only tool that can perform this types of attac
-k. There is another tool named Airgeddon which provides a lot of versatility and options to choos
-e a lot of attacks to perform. Airgeddon can be installed as shown below .

Note that performing some of the attacks using Airgeddon requires monitor mode so let's start
monitor mode on the wireless interface.

"Is hacking ever acceptable? It depends on the motive."
-Charlie Brooker



Now, we can start Airgeddon.



Airgeddon will check if all the tools it requires are present or not as shown below.



If it finds that some tools it requires are not present, Airgeddon will still continue but some of the
attacks and features will not work. Select the wireless interface as shown below.

Select an option. Since we want to perform Evil Twin Attacks, my selection is 7.



This will show you the menu for all Evil Twin Attacks this tool supports.

If you see the options in red as shown in above images, then the system didn't have some tools
Airgeddon needed. For example dhpcd, I installed it and ran Airgeddon again.



Now, the options are in white which means we can perform these attacks. Let's perform Evil Twin
Attack with captive portal which is option 9. Select the target.

The tool will explore for target wireless networks as shown below.



Select the target network.

To make clients connect to our Evil Twin, they need to be de authenticated first from the original
access point.



Choose other options.

I don't have any captured handshake file.



Select the language the captive portal should be shown in.



Multiple windows will open. Don't close any of them.

"We now see hacking taking place by foreign governments and by private
individuals all around the world."

- Mike Pompeo



Anyone trying to connect to the WiFi network will see this.

As he types the password assuming this is some glitch in the original Wifi Access point,



The tool will capture a WPA handshake and store it on the Kali Linux system. It will also try to
crack the handshake and get the WPA key.



Answers to some questions related to hacking our readers ask

Hacking Q & A

Q : Should I download Kali Linux dire
-ctly on my PC or VirtualBox?
A : Provided you want to install Kali Linux on
Oracle Virtualbox or any other Virtualization
software, you need to download Kali Linux dire-
ctly on your PC. The download can be either
ISO file or images specifically made for Virtualb
-ox. My suggestion for you is to go with Virtualb
-ox images which can be downloaded from here
You can follow our detailed guide on how to ins
-tall Kali in virtualbox from here.
Q : Which is a budget WiFi adapter th
-at supports Kali Linux, monitor mode
etc?
A : Leaving affordability out, the wireless adapte
-rs that support monitor mode and packet injecti
-on are Alfa AWUS036NH, Alfa AWUS036NHa

, Alfa AWUS036NEH, Panda PAU09 N600, Alf-
a AWUS036ACH etc. These are a bit expsensiv-
e but do the job perfectly.
Q : What are the consequences of Den
-ial Of Service attacks?
A : Denial Of service attacks as their name impli
-es deny service to the users who want to use the
service for a genuine purpose. This may lead to
loss in business, sales and eventually loss in repu
-tation.

Send all your questions
to

editor@hackercoolmagazine.com



Hi Readers. In this Installit feature, we will learn how to install BloodHound in Windows.
BloodHound is a tool used to enumerate and reveal often unintended and hidden relationships

within an Active Directory Environment. It is a single page Javascript web application, built on
top of Linkurious, compiled with Electron and with a Neo4j database fed by a C# data collector.

Bloodhound is used by both Red Team and Blue Team professionals during pen testing.
Bloodhound is also used by attackers to easily identify highly complex attack paths to gain high
privileged access in the Windows Domain network that would otherwise be impossible to quickly
identify. White Hats use BloodHound to identify and eliminate those attack paths. The tool
BloodHound is developed by @_wald0, @CptJesus, and @harmj0y.

To install BloodHound on Windows, first we need to install Neo4J database. Neo4j is a graph
database management system and it is used by Bloodhound to store its data. The download
information of the neo4j database software air is given in our Downloads section.

Once Neo4j database is downloaded, install it in the same way as you install any executable in
Windows, by simply clicking on the executable.

Choose the installation location.

Installing BloodHound in Windows

INSTALLIT

"There is the possibility to be suddenly arrested for hacking."
- Alexander Elbakyan



Once installation is finished successfully, select to Run Neo4j and click on "Finish".



As Neo4j starts running, a license agreement is displayed. Click on " I Agree".

Choose a location for storing all the application data and click on "Confirm".

You will asked to register the software. However, you can skip it for now as shown below.

"Ransomware can cripple a business in a matter of minutes. "
-Chad E. Meacham, Attorney, Texas



It will take some time to get everything ready, Have a little patience.

Once everything is ready, Neo4j interface is as shown below.

"Contrary to other APT groups, the Gamaredon group seems to make no
effort in trying to stay under the radar. "

- ESET, Slovak Cybersecurity Firm



An example project is already created. You can create a new project by clicking on "New project
" as shown below. By default, there will be no database present. We need to create a new databas
-e. Let's create a new database named "Bloodhound".

"Even though their tools have the capacity to download and execute
arbitrary binaries that could be far stealthier, it seems that this group's main
focus is to spread as far and fast as possible in their target's network while

trying to exfiltrate data."
- ESET, Slovak Cybersecurity Firm on Gamaredon Group



You need to remember the password you set for this database. This will be needed while connecti
-ing Bloodhound to the Neo4j.

One the database creation is successful, start the database by clicking on "Start".

It may take a bit of a time for the database to get started.

"Hacking into a victim of crime's phone is a sort of poetically elegant
manifestation of a modus operandi the tabloids have."

- Steve Coogan



The Neo4j database is ready. It's time to get ready Bloodhound. Precompiled Windows binaries
of Bloodhound can be downloaded from the download links given in our Downloads section.

"The United States is committed to aggressively using export controls
to hold companies accountable that develop, traffic, or use
technologies to conduct malicious activities that threaten
the cybersecurity of members of civil society, dissidents,
government officials, and organizations here and abroad."

- Gina M. Raimondo, US Secretary Of Commerce



How does Bloodhound work? The name of the tool BloodHound is a reference to a scent hound
with the same name known for its human tracking ability. This tool has ingestors which are used
to collect all the data on the target domain network. The ingestors are in /rsources/app/Collectors/
folder of Bloodhound directory.



The ingestor is named "SharpHound" which is in both executable and Powershell formats. This
SharpHound.exe need to be copied to the target Windows domain network about which we want
to collect more data.

For example, let's use the Windows domain network corp.okaava.com as target we want to
gather more information about. We are assuming we as attackers have already gained limited
access to the domain.

Run SharpHound as shown below.

Once it is successfully executed, it creates a new zip file with name <year><month><date>><time>
_Bloodhound.zip as shown below. It holds all the information about the target Windows domain
network.

"The United States is committed to aggressively using export controls
to hold companies accountable that develop, traffic, or use
technologies to conduct malicious activities that threaten
the cybersecurity of members of civil society, dissidents,
government officials, and organizations here and abroad."







We can copy this file to the system on which BloodHound is installed and it can be observed ther-
e. Run the executable of Bloodhound located in the Bloodhound directory we just downloaded.

As it opens, Enter the Neo4j username (Neo4j) and password we just set while creating the
database.

"Although Pink is the largest botnet ever discovered, it will never be the
last one." - NSFOCUS Researchers on Pink Botnet



Click on Login and you will see this

"Pink Botnet raced with the vendor to retain control over the infected
devices, while vendor made repeated attempts to fix the problem, the bot

master noticed the vendor's action also in real time,
and made multiple firmware updates on the fiber

routers correspondingly."

- NSFOCUS Researchers



Let's upload the zip file we just copied as shown below.

"Internet of Things devices have become an important goal for black
production organizations and even advanced persistent threats (APT)

organizations. "

- NSFOCUS Researchers



As it gets uploaded successfully, information about domain is seen in graph formats as shown
below.

More information can be found too.

"This is great news for Facebook users, and for the global movement
pushing back on this technology."

- Electronic Frontier Foundation on FB's decision to end facial recognition





"While most attacks against a nation's sensitive networks are indeed the work
of other governments, the truth is that there is no magic shield that prevents

a non-state sponsored entity from creating the same kind of havoc, and
harming critical infrastructure in order to make a statement,"

- Check Point



Welcome to Metasploit This Month. Let us learn about the latest exploit modules of Metasploit
and how they fare in our tests.

WP Modern Events Calendar Plugin RCE Module

TARGET: Modern Events Calendar <= 5.16.5 TYPE: Remote
MODULE : Exploit ANTI-MALWARE : NA

Modern Events calendar plugin is a Wordpress plugin used for managing events on wordpress
websites. The plugin has over 1,00,000 active installations.

The above mentioned versions of the plugin has a file upload vulnerability that allows
attackers to gain a reverse shell. The vulnerability exists due to an incorrect check of the extensio-
n of the file being uploaded, thus allowing attackers to upload a php file. The uploaded php paylo
-ad can then be triggered by a call to `/wp-content/uploads/<uploaded_payload_name>.php`

However, this module requires credentials of a wordpress account to work. Let's see how this
module works. We are testing this on plugin version 5.16.2. Once the plugin is installed, we load
the wp_plugin_modern_events_calendar_rce exploit module as shown below.

NSClient++ LPE and three Wordpress plugin Modules

METASPLOIT THIS MONTH



Set all the required options including credentials of Wordpress account and use check command
to see if the target is indeed vulnerable.



After all the options are set and being confirmed that the target is indeed vulnerable, execute the
module using "run" command.

As readers can see we successfully got a meterpreter session on the target system.

WP SP Project & Document Plugin RCE Module

TARGET: SP Project & Document < 4.22 TYPE: Remote
MODULE : Exploit ANTI-MALWARE : NA

Wordpress SP Project and Document Manager plugin Project is as its name implies a plugin used
to manage documents and files on a wordpress websites.

The above mentioned versions of the plugin have a arbitrary file upload vulnerability that
allows attackers to upload other file extensions instead of only SGBP type. Although the security
check doesn't allow upload of .php files as it blocks lowercase, it allows uploading .php files for
instance as it only blocks lowercase extensions.

The uploaded malicious payload can then be triggered by a call to /wp-content/uploads/sp-
client-document manager/ <user_id>/ malicious_payload .php. However, this module requires
credentials of a wordpress account to work.

Let's see how this module works. We are testing this on plugin version 4.21.Once the plugin is
installed, we load the wp_plugin_sp_project_document_rce exploit module as shown below.





Set all the required options including credentials of Wordpress account and use check command
to see if the target is indeed vulnerable.

After all the options are set and being confirmed that the target is indeed vulnerable, execute the
module using "run" command.

As readers can see we successfully got a meterpreter session on the target website.



Wordpress WPDiscuz Plugin RCE Module

TARGET: WpDiscuz Plugin >= 7.0.7 & <= 7.0.4 2 TYPE: Remote
MODULE : Exploit ANTI-MALWARE : NA

WpDiscuz wordpress plugin is a wordpress comments plugin boasting of about 90,000 active
installations. The above mentioned versions of the plugin allows attackers to upload malicious files
to the target wordpress site and execute remote code on the website. Moreover, this module is an
unauthenticated exploit module and the attacker doesn't need to have any credentials.
Let's see how this module works. We are testing this on plugin version 7.0.4. Once the plugin is

installed and the target is set, , we load the wp_wpdiscuz_unauthenticated_file_upload exploit
module as shown below.



Set all the required options as shown below and use check command to see if the target is indeed
vulnerable.

After all the options are set and being confirmed that the target is indeed vulnerable, execute the
module using "run" command.



As readers can see we successfully got a meterpreter session on the target website.

NSClient++ Privilege Escalation Module

TARGET: NSClient++ 0.5.2.35 TYPE: Local MODULE : PE
ANTI-MALWARE : OFF

NSClient++ is a monitoring agent/daemon for Windows systems that works with Nagios. The
above mentioned version of NSClient++ is vulnerable to a RCE vulnerability provided the attacke
-r knows the administrator credentials and "ExternalScripts" feature is enabled on the target.

The above mentioned version of NSClient++ has a vulnerability that allows any attacker with
access to an unprivileged Windows user account to gain SYSTEM access on Windows system
and start a shell. For this module to work, the web interface of NSClient++ should be enabled and
`ExternalScripts` feature should also be enabled.

Let's see how this module works. We have tested this module on NSClient++ running on
Windows 10. We already have an initial shell on the target system. We background the current
low privileged meterpreter session and load the /windows/local/nscp_pe module as shown below.





Set the session id of the low privileged meterpreter session and the credentials of the web interface
of NSClient++ and use check command to see if the target is indeed vulnerable.

Then , execute the module.



As readers can see, we have a new meterpreter session with SYSTEM privileges. That's all in this
month's Metasploit This Month. We will be back with more execiting modules in our next Issue.

As Global Infrastructure Giant, Facebook must uphold human rights

ONLINE SECURITY

Wendy H. Wong
Professor Of Political Science & Canada
Research Chair in Global Governance
and Civil Society, University Of Toronto

Facebook — its new corporate name is
Meta — has always wanted to get to know you.
Its public goal has ostensibly been to connect
people. It’s been wildly successful in doing so by
building out what can only be called everyday
infrastructure around the world.

There are 3.5 billion people worldwide
using Facebook’s suite of products, which includ
-es Messenger, Instagram and WhatsApp. As the
infrastructure provider, Facebook knows a lot
about who its users are, and what they do.

Recently, the company has announced a

US$10 billion investment in the “metaverse” —
an immersive version of the internet that can onl
-y increase Facebook’s hold on citizens via the d-
ata it collects about us.

This announcement comes at a time when e
veryone wants to do something about Facebook.
Recent reporting on corporate ethics, fuelled by
whistle-blower Frances Haugen’s document
dump and testimony in the United States Senate
— along with a six-hour blackout of its services
worldwide in October — demonstrate both the
scale of Facebook’s reach and the consequences
of letting the status quo persist.

But before we fix anything, we need to
consider the logic behind determining what oug-
ht to be fixed.



In order to effectively regulate data-intensive,
privately held global infrastructure like Faceboo-
k , we need to prioritize human rights concerns.
Upholding human rights can act as the underlyi-
ng logic for any regulatory framework, and in d-
oing do, provide it with an established, universal
ethical heft.

Focusing on human rights means prioritizin-
g the basic values embodied in the United Natio
ons Universal Declaration of Human Rights:
protecting human dignity, ensuring autonomy
and equality and “brotherhood” (or, in 2020s
parlance, community). It means understanding
that these rights are indivisible and
interdependent.

The benefits and harms of social media
affect human beings — the subjects for whom hu
-man rights are intended. Facebook, and other
companies like it, have changed our lives by
becoming global infra -
structure, affecting how,
when and if we engage
with others. Through this
process, our lives have beco-
me “datafied.”

We need to think more purposefully about
how to embed human rights in our digital polici
-es as we increasingly live and find meaning with
-in online environments and contexts. As the
UN’s Guiding Principles on Business and Huma-
n Rights affirm, states have a duty to protect hu-
man rights. Businesses, however, also have the
responsibility to respect human rights.

The focus on calls for reform to date, including
Haugen’s explosive Senate testimony, has been
centred around content on the social network Fa
-cebook built and is best known for. But Facebo-
ok is much more than that.

The blackout showed that Facebook is an
essential piece of global communications infrastr
-ucture. The corporation formerly known as Fac-
ebook, and its properties Instagram and Whats
App, facilitates small business and informal econ
-omies around the world. It provides login crede
-ntials to thousands of other apps.

Some developing countries in Africa even rely
on Facebook as a portal to the internet for signifi
-cant portions of their populations.

And in the very near future, Meta intends to
bring another billion people online through vari-
ous internet infrastructure projects.

So how do we regulate a tech giant like
Facebook to ensure human rights are upheld?
Many cases for regulation have focused on the
right of freedom of expression, because that’s ho
-w most of us consciously experience it. Howeve
r, a focus on content moderation is a losing gam-
e at best.

I’ve written previously about how
Facebook has stepped into the void on adjudicat
- -ing freedom of expressio

-n on its network through
the Facebook Oversight

Board.
But freedom of expression

is not independent of other rights. The
Oversight Board’s own docket shows that decidi
-ng on cases involving freedom of expression do
-es not happen in a vacuum. Other rights — such
as the right to non-discrimination, the right to se-
curity of the person and the right to life — need
to be considered.

Various proposals for how to regulate
Facebook and social media are already out there
, advocating for transparency and accountability,
changes to U.S. regulations that currently provid
-e immunity to social media platforms and creati
-ng “toxicity taxes” in order to tackle the dilemm
-a of content moderation.

The Canadian government now has a
chance to fix problematic legislation it had previ-
ously proposed to curb social media content, wh
ich has the potential to erode other human rights
in the process.

Meanwhile, the U.S. Federal Trade Commis
-sion and many states are following the trust-bust
ing strategy, an approach that is currently stalled
in the courts.

(Cont'd in Next page)

"So how do we regulate a tech giant like
Facebook to ensure human rights are

upheld? Many cases for regulation have
focused on the right of freedom of

expression."



Part of the problem is that people around the
world continue searching for ethical frameworks
to manage the relationship between technology
and society when we already have a successful
model readily available to us: international hum-
an rights. It’s one one of the few global, ethical
frameworks in existence that has overwhelming
assent.

The other part of the problem is that we
have mostly assumed that rights in the analog w-
orld should apply online. This means that territo
-rial states are places of relevance and and enfor-
cement. But Facebook’s infrastructure is global
— it’s not a state. UN Special Rappoteurs are
pointing out how the analogue and digital don’t
always align in terms of privacy and expression,
but this is just the beginning.

Anything that happens in the online world
has a global impact, as we’ve seen with the Euro
-pean Union’s General Data Protection Regulati-
on. It’s clear that the impetus for protecting hum
-an rights is critical, no matter who is potentially
violating them. But how to go about designing
human rights protections in the name of autono-
my, dignity, equality and community is not curr-
ently being contemplated when it comes to our

digital spaces.
We must acknowledge the global and everyday
reach of Facebook’s infrastructure. We need to
understand how Facebook, and other tech comp
-anies like it, are dramatically shaping our experi
e nces in ways that are both visible and invisible.

Understanding Facebook as a form of public
infrastructure simply means acknowledging that
it provides us with something essential: services
that enable other services and activities, services
we cannot get in the same way elsewhere.

Some have suggested that we treat Facebook
as a hostile country to properly contain it. This
seems unnecessary. Facebook is an example of a
new type of global infrastructure that needs to
protect and respect human rights.

The Article first
appeared

in
The

Conversation.

Microsoft's Rise and Fall points to one thing - don't fix what isn't broken

Windows XP Turns 20

Erica Mealy
Lecturer In Computer Science

University Of The Sunshine Coast

Twenty years on from the public release of
Windows XP, the popular operating system is sti
-ll regarded one of Microsoft’s greatest achieve--
ments.

As of August this year, Windows XP still
maintained a greater market share than its succe-

ssor, Windows Vista.
When mainstream support for XP ended in

April 2009, it was running on a huge 75% of Win
-dows computers and about 19% of people were
still using XP when extended security support fi-
nished in 2014. Microsoft provided security supp
-ort in a few special cases, such as for military us
-e, until 2019 — an incredible 18 years after the
initial release.

But what made XP excel? And what has
Microsoft learned (Cont'd in Next page)



in the two decades since its release?

Windows XP launched on October 25, 2001,
during a golden age at Microsoft when the com-
pany was achieving its highest revenues yet, do--
minated the PC market, and had taken a strong
lead over Netscape in the browser wars (after th-
e latter led the race through the 1990s). XP also
came at a time when more people than ever wer
-e buying their first personal computer.

These personal and business computers
arrived with a full suite of Microsoft software pre
-installed and ready to use. As a result, the Wind
-ows operating system defined many people’s
computing experience.

Built on the core of the highly successful
Windows NT operating system (also the foundat
-ion for Windows 2000),
Windows XP provided an
option which, for the first
time, looked and felt the same
whether it was being used at
home or at work.

The prioritisation of users’ needs in this
way represented a watershed moment for Micro-
soft, and was a key ingredient in the long reign
of XP. XP also featured several innovations incl-
uding the introduction of the Microsoft Error
Reporting platform.

Earlier versions of Windows had become
infamous for the so-called “blue screen of death”
that appeared when the system encountered an
error. XP replaced this with a small pop-up to co
-llect data about the error and send it to Microso
ft’s engineers to help them improve the software.

During the tenure of XP, Microsoft also
launched Visual Studio .NET, a software suite fo
-r building new Windows programs. This combi-
ned all their developer tools for a variety of prog
-ramming languages, including Visual C++ and
Visual Basic, and the new “object-oriented” lang
-uage C# – a rival to the popular Java language.

This was further evidence of changing
attitudes at Microsoft; the company was centred
on prioritising users. But it didn’t last.

In 2007, Windows Vista — the successor to XP —
was released. It was considered an inferior, bloat
ed and unusable system by many commentators,
including Time magazine. Designed for high- po
-wered computers, Vista was often excruciatingly
slow and frustrating to use on older machines
that comfortably ran XP.

Windows 7 followed Vista in 2009,
confronting users with massive changes. It initiall
-y forced users on computers with a keyboard
and mouse into a tablet-style interaction on the
home screen.

The familiar icons and desktop format vanish
-ed. Instead, users were greeted with differently-
sized tiles, and scrolling mechanisms that were
perfect for touch-screens but awkward for mouse

navigation.
It seemed Microsoft no

longer had users’ wishes
as its priority. It wasn’t until
the release of Windows 8 in

2012 that the company returned to its user-first
paradigm. And this change was spurred in no
small part by having to compete with Apple’s
MacOS (Macbooks), iOS (iPhones and iPads)
and Android phones and tablets.

Although released at the same time as
Windows XP, Microsoft’s first tablet offering was
widely regarded a failure too. The Windows XP
tablet was based on a cut-down operating system
and a completely different family of processors.

The tablet’s system was hamstrung by
connectivity issues related to its need for consiste
-nt and stable internet connection (which even
now is not a given in the mobile world). It was
also incompatible with existing software
offerings.

A similar story unfolded in the mobile phone
space. Early Windows phones such as Windows
Phone 7, released in 2010 without many basic
functions such as copy and paste, were never

(Cont'd in Next page)

"In 2013 Microsoft purchased Nokia’s
mobile and devices division (later

abandoned and resold in 2016), but its
phones were still unsuccessful."



1. Neo4j Database :
https://neo4j.com/download

2. BloodHound :
https://github.com/BloodHoundAD/BloodHound/releases

3. NSClient+++ :
http://www.nsclient.org/download/

4. Wordpress WPDiscuz Plugin :
https://wordpress.org/plugins/wpdiscuz/advanced

serious competitors for Apple’s iPhones or
Google’s Android phones.

In 2013 Microsoft purchased Nokia’s mobile
and devices division (later abandoned and resol-
d in 2016), but its phones were still unsuccessful.

Although Windows phones are still available,
Microsoft changed lanes in 2014. Incoming chief
executive Satya Nadella said the new agenda wa
-s “mobile first, cloud first”, meaning cloud-conn
-ected mobile computing was the focus. Nadella
outlined a desire to create a Windows NT for
the internet.

This is something the Microsoft Azure cloud-
computing service and Surface Pro tablet — now
with the same processors as its PC cousins and
the ability to run without a constant internet
connection — have achieved.

Cloud or service-oriented computing
means you can use any type of device to access
your operating system (known as “platform as a
service”), and office productivity tools such as
Office365 (“software as a service”).

Azure represents a return to Microsoft
providing computing that serves the needs of
businesses and people.

Modern computing is a balance between
portability, power consumption, usability and
speed, among other factors. Companies can no
longer just throw advanced hardware at a proble
-m and expect the public to tolerate poor user
experience.

The success of XP, and subsequent failures of
its successors, present many lessons to the techn-
ology sector — the chief of which is this: if it’s
not broken, don’t fix it.

By acknowledging earlier mistakes and
reverting to a user-first policy, Microsoft could
indeed secure its place in the market for decade-
s to come.
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